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Episode 87: Why Having Your Own Board of Directors is
Important to SLPs
Wouldn’t it be wonderful to have your own
Board of Directors, working together to give
you the best advice and support for your
future, having your best interests in mind?
Today we talk about this unique and valuable
approach to add to your professional aand
personal toolbox.

Discussion & Reflection Questions
1. What is a personal board of directors?
2. What about personal changes in our careers?
3. Who can we have on our own personal board
of directors?
4. How is this different from other ways of
managing relationships?
5. What are some of the roles of the members
on your personal board of directors?
6. How do you choose people to be on your
board?
7. Who do you choose and how do you invite
them?
8. IIs it reciprocal?
9. What about mentoring?
10. What advice would you have, for those who
are wanting to think about and kind of delve
into this a little bit more?
11. What would you say to those listeners who
may be feeling some cautiousness about just
following those connections just a touch
further?

Janet Tilstra, PhD, CCC-SLP
Associate Professor in Communication Sciences & Disorders at
St. Cloud State University

Janet Tilstra is a teacher,
mentor, connector of
people, and fan of the arts.
She works as an Associate
professor in Communication
Sciences & Disorders at St
Cloud State University and
consults with schools and
community organizations to
facilitate strategic planning,
mentor teams in applied
research, and structure
important conversations.
Pre-2015, Janet practiced
clinically as a speech-language pathologist, served as a
Master Literacy Coach with Minnesota Reading Corps,
and taught in the departments of psychology and
education at the College of St Benedict. She loves
nuanced conversations, reading books with great
character development, kayaking, all things music, and
winning board games. Janet lives along the Mississippi
River in Minnesota with her husband and two cats. She
strives to think like a scientist, foster potential in others,
live a balanced life, and make the world a little bit better.

Janet’s Quote from the Conversation
“I see a lot wonderful and magical about knowing that I

can't figure out things 100% on my own and that
having myself surrounded by people who can serve
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different roles in my life, is just powerful and
informative, and gives me tremendous support and
hope about being able to do life without having to do it
completely on my own." - Janet Tilstra

Mattie Murrey Tegels, MA, CCC-SLP, L,
CPC, CLSC
Medical Speech-Language Pathologist and
Founder of Fresh SLP & Badass SLP

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf, MS, CCC-SLP
School Speech-Language Pathologist

Katie is a speech-language pathologist who has worked in
both medical and educational settings for over 20 years.
She presently works with adolescents in a large suburban
high school. Katie is a past president of the Minnesota
Speech-Language-Hearing Association (MNSHA). She
has collaborated with the MN
Dept. of Education to expand
the understanding of oral
language as a critical
neurodevelopmental
infrastructure for academic
achievement processes. She
is most passionate about
helping students develop their
language skills as a tool for
thought, wonderment,
questioning, curiosity…and of
course communication. When
Katie is not working with the
students on her caseload, she is still working with
students to develop their communication and
self-expression as a high school forensics coach. Katie
enjoys great conversations and connections where one
loses a sense of time, fabulous dining experiences,
transcendent cups of coffee, and books that are so good
she negotiates with her alarm clock so that she might
finish just one more chapter.

Katie’s Quote from the Conversation
“It isn't just when you're first starting your career, it isn't

just when you're transitioning to a new job. It isn't just
about jobs and careers. A personal board of directors
can really assist you and support you."
- Katie Widestrom-Landgraf

Mattie Murrey-Tegels is the founder and SLP behind
Fresh SLP, Badass SLP, and The Missing Link for SLPs
Podcast. She’s been “in-the-trenches” as a medical SLP
around the world for over 25 years and now an Assistant
Professor for 3 years. She is thrilled to be adding this
dream of a podcast because paying her experiences
forward is something she is very passionate about. If you
ask her patients and students, one thing they will
remember is how much she loves her job! She may not
look like it but she is a huge introvert and when she is not
actively working as an SLP,
she is almost always
reading, writing (writing
over 1,000,000 words a
year), or listening to
amazing Chicago Blues
bands. She also loves
being outdoors and
definitely enjoys soaking
up the sun at her home in
Minnesota, where warm
and sunny days can be
limited. She’s ridden
motorcycles for many years, raced sled dogs, hiked huge
mountains yet she cherishes the quiet moments of
climbing into a hammock to nap or timeless conversations
with friends and family. The Missing Link for SLPs podcast
and Fresh SLP is her legacy, giving back to a career that
has so richly rewarded her.

Mattie’s Quote from the Conversation
"My advice would be to be aware of what your needs

are and intentionally start building your [personal]
board of directors."
- Mattie Murrey Tegels
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Show Notes Transcription
Mattie Murrey Tegels
Do you remember that old joke? “Three CommDis professionals walk into a bar?” And oh, wait,
you've never heard it before? We haven't either! But what if three CommDis professionals did
walk into a bar, sit down at a table, and have thoughtful conversations about a whole host of
topics? What if you could eavesdrop and maybe even pull up your own chair? And what if that
bar was actually a coffee shop because at least one of us would inevitably fall asleep, or want to
dance after a couple of glasses of wine. This series is that conversation - the coffee shop where
you get to listen in on thoughtful discussions about a variety of topics from the perspective of a
medical SLP, a school-based SLP, and a professor in Communication Sciences and Disorders.
Grab a drink, pull up a chair, and let's get started.
Janet Tilstra
Welcome podcast listeners. We're here at our final, at least final for now, Fishbowl podcast
episode. And the last few podcasts we've been talking about some pretty intense things and we
wanted to end on a more future-pointed note. So today we're talking about the concept of a
personal board of directors, thinking about you as a person with lots of dimensions, and how
you gather wisdom and learn from other people around you in a formal or not-so formal way.
So personal board of directors–that's our topic. I want to welcome Mattie Murrey Tegels and
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf. And again, I'm Janet Telstra. We're happy to be here and to talk with
you.
Mattie Murrey Tegels
Happy to be here today! Janet, this is sad. It's been a great journey, this fishbowl podcast series.
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
Yeah, I have some mixed emotions as well. This is Katie. And I really have enjoyed our
conversations. And I like the idea of final for now, maybe some things will kind of come up.
There are some things that are percolating that we just aren't aware of. And final for now, it is.
Janet Tilstra
Absolutely. Well, this has been such a pleasure. It's such a learning experience for all of us. And
let's just jump right in with our final topic. I want to introduce to you the concept of a personal
board of directors. I remember having a guest speaker in graduate school, and I finished
graduate school in the 90s. So this is someone whose talk to my class really stuck with me. But
she talks about this concept of a personal board of directors and the idea that no single person
in your life is going to fulfill all of your needs. And so you may hand-select or invite in or just be
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connected with lots of different people who play lots of different roles in your life. I've read
about this concept in other ways. And some people formalize it a little bit more. I have just kind
of mentally had the concept. I wouldn't say I've appointed someone or invited them. You know,
“Mattie, would you like to be on my personal board of directors?” I think of it more as a
framework that has resonated with me. And I wanted to talk about it with you all. So what are
your thoughts about the concept of a personal board of directors? Katie, what comes to mind?
How does that fit with your experience?
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
Well, you know, I think about, there's that old quote that people come into your life for a
reason, a season or a lifetime, something like that. And when I think about the personal board
of directors, is that notion that not one person can be all the things for you. And that your
personal board of directors may also evolve throughout your lifetime. It's a new concept to me
but it's intriguing. And as I'm hearing you speak, I'm thinking about, “Wow, there are a lot of
folks in my life, who've probably served on the board in some capacity.” They haven't known it,
of course, but I definitely have had a lovely group of people on my own board. So it's intriguing,
and I'm interested to talk more and learn more. Mattie, what about you? What are your
thoughts about this idea of a personal board of directors?
Mattie Murrey Tegels
Like you, Katie is it's a new concept to me. So I'm glad that you've brought it up, Janet, when I
did some reading in preparation for this episode today I read about what is the Board of
Directors. Forbes has a great article that we will put in the show notes and it talks about the
Board of Directors. The thing that really appeals to me is, as we go through life, and I think we
already do this, we just don't call it our own personal board of directors. And by calling it our
personal board of directors, it just gives it so much more clarity, in balance, and intentional
seeking out of answers, for the challenges and the thoughts that we have. So I love the idea of a
personal board of directors.
Janet Tilstra
I think for me, I had a lot of high expectations of people. And sometimes I've been disappointed
if certain people don't play certain roles in my life. And a piece of why this personal board of
directors concept was important was thinking, you know, some people are going to be your
cheerleaders, and so optimistic, and other people are not going to be that person. But maybe
they're going to ask you the really hard questions or push back in some important way that
causes you to think. And those are both really valuable roles, and very different. So when you
think about this concept, and different roles and different relationships, how does this feel
different for you? Or maybe the same from other types of relationships that you have with
people? Mattie, what comes to mind for you? How does this feel different or similar to other
kinds of ways you've thought about relationships.
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Mattie Murrey Tegels
I've gone through some really, really challenging times in my life. Someone once gave me the
advice that you need to always have three people: someone that you can go to who will tell like
it is and who will hold you accountable for things, and who may expand your perspective.
Because sometimes you just get in this mind-fog in your life for whatever reason. And so
thinking about how this is the same if when we go through life, and we have these challenges,
and we're making these decisions, whether it's in our careers, or our spiritual life, or
relationships, or wherever, it's really important to have people who can help us expand our way
of thinking, hold us accountable, be the cheerleader, like you said, and tell us plain truths that
sometimes we need to hear. And because we've developed these relationships with this board
of directors, whoever it is, we feel they have our best interests in mind, maybe like we do. And
it's really nice to feel like you have someone on your side.
Janet Tilstra
Katie, I liked what you said previously, about, some people may be a part of your life for kind of
a season or maybe not a permanent fixture on your board of directors. My adult daughter was
pointing out to me that for some people, this may be that it's a set of friends who are lifelong
friends, and it may be an ongoing group that tracks with you. And for other people, there may
be a slightly different structure where it's maybe an evolving board or more of a, you know,
dipping in for a season dipping out. So thinking about, you know, there's different ways that
that could look for you, what are how does this concept of Board of Directors either align or
differ from the kinds of ways that you've had relationships through the years?
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
Yeah, I think that I have had incredible people in my life, that have fulfilled lots of different roles.
Sometimes they are telling me how it is and telling me what I need to hear even when it may
not be what I want to hear. I also like having some of those cheerleaders that are there to
support you and love you and me to where you're at. I have had people who've known me, for
decades and decades and decades. I have had people who are relatively new to me, and I think
what's interesting is that your daughter said this might be a group of lifelong friends. I was also
thinking that I would have some folks who've known me a long time, some folks who haven't
maybe know me as long, and some folks who are pretty new to me. I like the fluidity of that.
And the other part of that quote is the reason sometimes people come into our lives for a really
specific reason. And they may be on the board for that special project management, and then
they're no longer on the board. And that's okay, too. So it's definitely more fluid when I sort of
conceptualize that personal board of directors
Janet Tilstra
I'm on a nonprofit board. And we have one person who comes in every year to present the
audit of the organization. And so thinking along, there might be people that just dip in and they
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help you do kind of personal audit periodically. Mattie, what were some of the roles that were
recommended in that Forbes article that I've looked at?
Mattie Murrey Tegels
Sure! One of the roles, as we've mentioned several times, is the role of cheerleader. We all
have to have cheerleaders. Another role on the board is having somebody on our board of
directors who are from our profession. Another one is someone is similar with life experiences.
Another person to be on the board of directors could be somebody from a totally different
generation, expanding the perspectives. And the last one that the article mentions is someone
who's ready to critique and give you the feedback and tell you what you need to hear.
Janet Tilstra
That's great. I was thinking about people who've had similar life experiences. That's been very
informative to me along the way. And also, I would say, I commonly have someone from a
different generation, or maybe several different generations who are involved with my life.
Some of those have been people, maybe closer to my parent's age, either at a time where I
wasn't either wasn't interested or didn't have the kind of relationship with my parents, where
they would be advising me in the same role as a more external person. That was sometimes the
way that it was. And those were people are very, very influential at times. And it might have
been, again, just some kind of like dipping in, dipping out. Do you want to speak more about
people, or some of those roles that come to mind? And you think, Oh, I'm so glad I've had
someone who was in that role over time. Feel free to name a name, if you feel comfortable
doing that. Katie, what are your thoughts?
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
You know, I was thinking about the different generations. And I think about folks who are older
than I am, but I also think about some really important people in my own life who are younger
than I am. And what's interesting to me, I work in a school, I work in a high school. And I can
honestly say that there have been some students even that, in retrospect, were probably on my
personal board of directors at one time. I think that's an interesting thing that came up for me
as I was listening. I agree that on our personal board of directors, we have people who know
our profession. But when I think about how this is influencing my thinking, or influencing how I
move through the world, I think there probably have been actual clients or students that have,
you know, stepped in and out on the board. I will, of course, wouldn't identify them as such. But
just as I'm conceptualizing this, it's not just older generations that have taught me something
really valuable or something I needed to know or understand. It has oftentimes been folks who
are younger than I am.
Mattie Murrey Tegels
But you're open to those lessons and learning from them. It's an important part.
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Janet Tilstra
I think I agree with that. And I feel like it's almost shifted a little bit over time as well. When I was
just emerging from grad school, I think I was really looking for that kind of experienced people
who might have that voice or that lens of wisdom. And then as I've moved along, I think I've
realized, no one has a corner on all the wisdom in the world. And so I've broadened out kind of
the voices who are a part of that conversation. And I so value the voices of people that are of a
different generation and have a different lens. and are willing to push back or question maybe
some of the assumptions. I've been walking around with. What questions come to mind for
either of you related to this concept personal board of directors?
Mattie Murrey Tegels
One question that comes to my mind, this is Mattie is how do I choose people? And who do I
choose? And how formal am I with them? I mean, I'm not going to say, “Hey, would you like to
be on my personal board of directors?”, but I might actively search out and cultivate a
relationship and also give back to them in some way. So not just taking all the time, right?
Giving back as well.
Janet Tilstra
Yeah, I think that's such a personal decision, sort of how to choose and how much to formalize,
right? Because you can formalize to a point where it feels awkward and perhaps nontrue to you.
“Hey, I'm recruiting for my personal board of directors, would you like to submit an
application?” I mean, that feels very false and just weird, right? Weird, I would be off, I would
be put off if someone approached me that way. Yet, I've had other things where it's like a touch
formal. A former student that I reconnected with on LinkedIn - we had some conversations.
And then at the end of one of the conversations, she said, “Do you find if we would just like do
this periodically because I think that I could really benefit from some mentoring. And would you
be willing to serve in that role?” And so she was basically kind of asking me to be on your board
of directors- not using that term, necessarily, but in a way that it felt like it was a follow-up of
already having a reconnection and some meaningful conversation. And she was just asking for
permission to kind of like, keep the dialogue.
Mattie Murrey Tegels
And love that you brought up the term mentoring, which is a term that we use often. ASHA has
mentoring set up. We have it set up with one another. We have at it or colleges. It's a
wonderful word, mentoring, guiding, leading.
Janet Tilstra
I think it's another area that can become kind of complex or confusing. And I know there are
some people who have a public presence that get approached all the time, like, “Would you
mentor me?” And that can feel a little bit contrived. Or how do I know if I'm ready to be in that
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role? So I think I love mentoring, and I love and so value, the concept of mentoring. And there's
also these parallels of that diciness of how, how formal or who is that person? Right? Do you
pick a famous person that you admire or do you pick a person somewhere in your world, who
you also admire who may not have sort of like all the stars flashing behind them, but may have
an incredible amount, of wisdom and input to kind of pour into? Yeah. Katie, you look very
thoughtful.
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
What I think…what kicking around for me is? So is it reciprocal? Sometimes. Is it always more
one way when I think about directors and directing. To me that seems singular in its direction
and its focus. And yet when I think about who would be on my own personal board of directors,
there's a reciprocity in that relationship, oftentimes, and I think the reason I look a little puzzled
or unsure is are those folks on the board? Is the board something different? Is their freedom to
kind of have it be something where there is this reciprocal interaction out of now that's where,
like, I have the furrowed brow, you could see it. That's what I was thinking about. Yeah.
Mattie Murrey Tegels
I think it depends. So when we started this podcast, Janet, you, and I know each other from the
university and you andd Katie know each other. So Janet is a great friend and I had come on at
the university and I was having some learning curves. And so I reached out to you, Janet, to say,
give me some feedback on how to step into my role as a professor. I don't think I can give you
any pointers about being a professor because you're here and you have so many years of
experience, however, I can give to you a perspective in some way to try to get to you. So
sometimes it is a circle back and forth. And sometimes it's paying forward to the students, or
other SLPs. But we're not going to get it back. And sometimes, so it depends. I don't think
there's a set answer. It's a great process.
Janet Tilstra
Mattie, I agree 100%, that that's, you almost said the exact same words, I was going to say,
sometimes reciprocal. You know, like you and I. We have absolutely given honest feedback,
you've given feedback on the podcast, on other elements of writing I've done or initiatives I've
tried. So we've had that reciprocal kind of relationship. And many times, there might be
someone who's just serving me on my board but I might be just serving someone else in a
similar way. So I love that Pay It Forward concept that just really, that feels honest and really
true to what I've experienced. Alright, let's kind of start turning a corner here and think about,
what advice would you give to someone who's maybe intrigued with this concept of a personal
board of directors, whether they want to embrace that in a formal sense, or just in a kind of like,
loosely entertaining it sense? What advice would you have, for those who are wanting to think
about and kind of delve into this a little bit more?
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
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I think you know, going back to the specific roles that individuals may serve on the personal
board of directors, I would be inclined, if, informally, in my mind, I have this individual who is
serving one of those roles, to acknowledge that explicitly, and have gratitude for that explicitly
with the idea that there's more where that came from if you identify what it is you appreciate
about that relationship and about that feedback. So I was thinking about, well, how would I, I
guess, kind of curate those roles on the board a little more explicitly, without making it a really
formal and awkward and strange process. And that was kind of what came to mind for me.
Janet Tilstra
So you might say, “I so appreciate how I can always trust you to give me honest feedback when
I'm not sure about something.” Right? Yeah, right. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. I love that. Mattie, how
about you? What kind of advice are you thinking about?
Mattie Murrey Tegels
My advice would be to be aware of what your needs are and intentionally start building your
board of directors and say, professionally, here is where I have challenges or questions I have,
and then reach out to somebody in our profession, spiritually, relationship-wise, you know,
whatever you have, but begin building your board and be intentional about it.
Janet Tilstra
I feel like you and I are, there's a lot of synergy with the way you're thinking today, Mattie and
the way I'm thinking, because I was thinking about that to sort of, if you had a self-audit, and
you're thinking, oh, you know, I've got my fun people around, maybe I've got my colleagues who
understand me in my professional changes in my professional world. Maybe I don't have
someone who's you know, from a different generation, maybe that's someone that you think
about how could I grow a relationship or explore relationships that might lead to something
deeper? And I think, for me, it's been very fluid the way these things develop. It's not as though I
I put up a dating profile for recruiting X board of directors slots. For me, it's been, I mean,
maybe I've had some conversations or an interesting experience. Or maybe I met someone, I
think, oh, this might be a really great like friend or person to have in my world. So then I ask if
we can connect again, maybe it's coffee, maybe it's like zoom conversation, and then just sort of
let things go where they will. Maybe I was wrong. Maybe it isn't the kind of relationship where
there's any kind of synergy for that person to have a short term. Roll in my life, maybe the
person's plate is completely full, and they don't have any capacity to do you know, any sort of
new connections or relationships. Yeah, but let's talk a little bit about some of why we would
value this gathering and learn from the wisdom of others. I don't see anything completely
magical about the phrase board of directors. But I see a lot wonderful and magical about
knowing that I can't figure out things 100% on my own and that having myself surrounded by
people who can serve different roles in my life, is just powerful and informative, and gives me
tremendous support and hope about being able to do life without having to do it completely on
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my own. So let's just talk about why do you see that as important and valuable the gathering
and learning from the wisdom of others.
Mattie Murrey Tegels
And love that phrase, gathering and learning from the wisdom of others. I am a big reader. I
love to read and always have a stack of books that I'm reading. And to me, one of the reasons
why I love reading nonfiction books as well is I've learned from others, I learned different ways
of thinking and processing. And my world expands. And so for me, the value of a board of
directors is that helps me expand my world, to different ways of thinking different avenues,
different rabbit trails, I can explore. And the more I know. The more I learn, the more choices, I
have to take my life where I want my life to go and pursue the happiness that is important to
me. So I would equate the board of directors to learning and expanding and support.
Janet Tilstra
Thank you, Mattie.
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
Yeah, I would, I would echo some of those same sentiments. I think it's it's important to
continue to grow and to learn and to evolve. And to the extent that you can find these other
humans that cross your path, and that can support that journey. That's amazing, right? I mean,
how, how lucky are we, whenever you have an individual that crosses your path and cultivates
wisdom and learning and growth? And I think that alone is worth considering a personal board
of directors and saying yes to those connections when somebody does say, “Hey, you want to
do this again? Should we get coffee?” Yeah, absolutely. And I think what's interesting is that
never stops being possible. And as long as we're breathing in and out there, those
opportunities for growth and wisdom. And that's what's exciting to me about this conversation.
It isn't just when you're first starting your career, it isn't just when you're transitioning to a new
job. It isn't just about jobs and careers. A personal board of directors can really assist you and
support you. And I think you use the word hope it gives you kind of this hope and this
excitement, that there are always opportunities for connection. And that's cool.
Mattie Murrey Tegels
I do a lot of speaking on mental wellness outside of our field and met with a friend and we were
going to meet for an hour for coffee and we ended up cutting it off in two hours because we
both had places to go. And we walked away with such hope for change. And I think that's part of
the beauty of the Board of Directors concept. It’s change. Good job.
Janet Tilstra
Yeah. Yeah, I was thinking about our listeners. And for me, I love meeting new people. And I'm
not I'm not uncomfortable with, you know, those like, “Hey, do you want to have coffee? Hey,
should we do this? Again?” Those are not uncomfortable things for me to ask. But I know for
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some of our listeners, those might be things that are kind of a stretch or they might people
might be thinking, what if the other person thinks I'm weird or what if they probably have like
all their they have friends, they're busy. Why would they want to spend time with me? That's
like, we're just colleagues or maybe we just met a couple times at the YMCA and who says they
want I'll be in my workout group or whatever. What would you say to those listeners who may
be feeling some cautiousness about just following those connections just a touch further?
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
What's the worst thing that can happen? Like, I guess that's like, that's the thing, right? What's
they say I like to but I can't they say maybe No, I guess my whole thing is, take the chance. Yeah,
and recognize that there are lots of opportunities, Opportunities for growth and learning and
connection throughout your lifetime. And they might come from really surprising places and
sources. And maybe it is the why. You know, maybe it's a year of shared mailboxes in the lobby
of your apartment complex, I don't know. But I think that what's interesting is that we
sometimes really like to have, you know, this is how this should go. This is how this should be.
And if there's one thing we've done throughout this podcast, it's, it's that notion, well, have you
considered that maybe we're well, but what about this is kind of another version of that, right?
Where it's, it's meant to kind of just expand consideration and thoughts about possibilities, you
know,
Janet Tilstra
Being curious to use the phrase, you've brought up a lot of being curious. What would that be
like? Yeah, Mattie. I was thinking about you and some rejection challenges you've tried in the
past?
Mattie Murrey Tegels
Yes, I love rejection challenges.
Janet Tilstra
Would ya say something about that, please?
Mattie Murrey Tegels
Yes! It's one of my courses on my website. I'm learning to step bravely. There's a wonderful TED
talk out there where a gentleman went out and he asked a question, and he got rejected. It was
a very simple question. And something in the lobby of his hotel, or apartment. And when he
was rejected, he realized that his head, his voice, and his body, all took the brunt of the
rejection. And it wasn't a personal rejection. The person said something about walking dog or
something, you know. And so he decided to do the rejection challenge, where he's going to
practice asking for little things that he couldn't be rejected on. And he learned to adapt and
pivot his way of thinking, where it's not necessarily personal. And he learned to change to a
positive mindset and reflected in his body, and, and in his voice. And so I created this whole fun
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thing about you know, SLP rejection, or the rejection challenge. And so with the Board of
Directors, you're not going to see change unless you take a chance. If yo”u keep doing things
the same way you have always done, then they continue to be the same. So if you want to step
into the board of directors, paradigm, or restructuring, take chance, ask and reach out. And the
only other word of wisdom that I have is, we all be sure that if you ask you also give. You want
to be sure that you're giving back maybe not to that one on one with that person, but that you
continue to give to the world. There's this old Celtic proverb that says, “He who is generous,
never wants.” and that goes for material possessions, as well as everything else that we're
talking about here.
Janet Tilstra
Oh, that's a beautiful sentiment. I was remembering a moment with the rejection challenge
when we were with students at ASHA in Orlando. And we went to a restaurant with someone
was playing kettle drums and Mattie had been talking about this rejection challenge. And she
said, Well, let's go ask if we can get a picture of us all by the kettle drums. And a lot of the
students were pretty hesitant. And Mattie just like got us all up there. And sure enough, got our
photo.
Mattie Murrey Tegels
Yeah. I love the rejection challenge and that was fun. I practice the rejection challenge all the
time.
Janet Tilstra
Yeah, you have taken that to new levels. All right. Well, that's where we're kind of wrapping up
our podcasts episodes here and this topic, what are some final thoughts that you have for our
listeners who have either dipped in for this particular episode or maybe they've listened to
several of our episodes. Mattie, words of wisdom?
Mattie Murrey Tegels
I do not think that this will be our final episode of pocket.
Janet Tilstra
Final of series one!I l love this!
Mattie Murrey Tegels
Yes! Season One of the fishbowl series. And so final words of wisdom would be the beauty of
the fishbowl series is we have Janet Telstra who's higher ed and everything in that world. Katie,
who's just in the high school area, with her heart, and me in my medical SLP area, loving what I
do. So I would say, continue to reach out to us continue to bring us topics and things that you
want to hear, because we love doing this. And there'll be more.
Janet Tilstra
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Thank you, Mattie, Katie, parting thoughts?
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
Oh, just keep staying curious. And be open to new experiences, and new ways of moving
through your own world and your own corner in it. And if you like the podcast, great, share it
with a friend. If you didn't like the podcast, that's okay, too. But tell us why you could be you
could be sources of feedback to help us continue to grow and to learn.
Janet Tilstra
You could be on our combined board of directors.
Katie Widestrom-Landgraf
That's right, exactly. So I just am really grateful for the opportunity to share thoughts and
conversations with you all and to learn from folks with lots of different life experiences. And
that includes our listeners and each other. So thank you.
Janet Tilstra
Yes, yes, I am 54 years old, and I'm at a phase of life where I mostly do stuff I'm pretty sure I'm
going to be good at and it's uncomfortable for me to try things I'm not sure about how it's
gonna go. And this podcast series was one of those things. And, you know, there there are
moments where I listen back and I cringe here and there maybe at my phraseology, or if I said
I'm too much or used what I'm thinking about over and over, anyway. But this has been such an
amazing learning experience. And I would say to our listeners if you have things you're thinking
about or that are noodling in your head, and maybe you feel like you're the only one, I can
promise you are not the only one thinking about that, asking those questions, to start talking
about it and who knows what kind of conversations you might have with people in your world.
Thank you so much. We are just delighted that you've been with us for today's podcast and for
this season's journey.
Mattie Murrey Tegels
I hope today's conversation has created some aha moments for you and motivated you to
become a better SLP continuing to connect some of those missing links between what you
know and how to use that knowledge. Thank you for downloading The Missing Link for SLPs
podcast and if you enjoyed the show, I'd love you to subscribe, rate it and leave a short review.
Also, please share this episode with a friend. Together we can raise awareness and help more
SLPs find and connect those missing links and get the information needed to help them feel
confident in their patient care every step of the way. Follow me on Instagram and join the Fresh
SLP community on Facebook. Show Notes are always available. So come learn more at Fresh
slp.com Let's make those connections. You got this!
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Keep the Conversation Going
Thank you for listening to The Missing Link for SLPs
podcast! If you enjoyed the show, I'd love you to
subscribe, rate it and leave a short review. Also,
please share an episode with a friend. Together we
can raise awareness and help more SLPs find and
connect those missing links to help them feel
confident in their patient care every step of the way.
Follow me on Instagram, join the Fresh SLP
community on Facebook or learn more at
FreshSLP.com or badassslp.com.

Let's make those connections. You got this!

Do you have a question you'd like answered on the show?
Interested in sharing your experience as an SLP with our
audience?
Send a message to Mattie@FreshSLP.com!
Not a substitute for a formal SLP education or medical advice for
patients/caregivers
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